
Blending learning into massive 
amounts of outbound activity



Natural LIVE is our most successful telesales training programme with an instant 
return on your investment. Each programme is made up of 3 or more days of 
live call coaching and group training sessions, in rapid-fire succession.  This 
boosts activity, increases ‘on the job’ sales skills, and results in more 
conversations, more meetings and more sales.

By coaching your team on-the-job with real clients, the learning has a 
significant and sustained impact. The competitive nature of the programme, 
along with the various topics we cover, makes this an extremely engaging 
development programme.

• Supercharge proactivity, energy and motivation
• Embed fresh sales skills without taking the team off the sales floor
• Establish a new benchmark of sales success

Natural Live in a nutshell

78 opportunities 
in one day: 

“I haven’t seen that 
level of proactivity in 

the team…ever”

Smashing targets:

“During the training, we 
quadrupled the target, 
as well as reaching new 

big brands.” 

New behaviours 
ingrained: 

“I’m now receiving 
300% more callbacks

from voicemails. ”



Typical Agenda 

1. Introduction and targets set 
2. ‘The First 15 seconds of a Call’
3. 90 minute callout with live coaching
4. ‘Voicemails that generate call-backs'
5. 60 minute callout with live coaching
6. ‘Questions that sell’
7. 90 minute callout with live coaching  
8. ‘Handling objections’ 
9. 60 minute callout with live coaching 
10. Prize giving and celebrate success 

Do it! 

We	step	out	of	our	
comfort	zones	and	take	
action	through	a	series	of	
60-90minute	activity	
sessions.	This	involves	
high	volumes	of	real	calls	
to	real	prospects	
generating	real	results.	

Dedicated	time	with	your	
Natural	Coach	to	take	the	
nugget	of	learning	and	
adapt	the	learning	to	work	
with	your	own	unique	
natural	style.	People	are	
more	relaxed	and	
confident	in	being	
themselves.	

Make it yours

Measure it 
It’s	time	to	celebrate	the	
success	of	the	day	and	
award	prizes.	Results	will	
be	calculated	from	the	
day	and	monitored	
moving	forward	to	prove	
an	ambitious	ROI.	

£180 M worth of fresh qualified pipeline over the past 
2 years using this simple 4 step model: 

How the Programme works

Learn it

High	impact	30-45min	
Short	Burst*	workshops	
interspersed	throughout	
the	day.	We	set	targets,	
lift	energy,	and	embed	a	
small	nugget	of	learning	
that	will	help	your	team	
boost	their	sales	
performance.	

1. 2.

4.3.

Typical topics covered:

q Call strategy & structure

q Voicemails that generate call-backs. 

q Getting through gatekeepers

q The First 15 seconds of a call 

q Questions that sell 

q Appointment setting

q Handling objections 

q Closing skills

q Resillience & motivation

…and many more



30 days

10 days

20 days

Delegate

Manager

Key
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Blended learning support

Blended learning 
support cont. 

The Natural learning journey
Making it stick!

Learning over the course of one day is 
a good ‘shot in the arm’, but it doesn’t 
change behaviours in the long term.  
At Natural, we have developed a 
perfect Natural LIVE blended learning 
journey for the learner and the 
manager, featuring live workshops 
and other learning assets delivered in 
a ‘little and often’ format to your 
people.  This increases retention, and 
builds behavioural change over time, 
naturally.



FORGETTING CURVE
RENIFORCED ONCE 
RENIFORCED TWICE
RENIFORCED THREE TIMES
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(OR SOONER)

1 WEEK LATER
(OR SOONER)

Learning 10 min. 24 hrs. 1 wk. 1 mo.
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The world of adult learning is different today than it was 
10 or even 5 years ago, it’s no longer about sitting in a 
boring classroom for a day and expecting miracles to 
happen. That’s simply not how human beings work.  
Take the 70:20:10 Learning Model (above), which holds 
that around 70 percent of everything we learn comes 
from real-world experience and practice, around 20 
percent is learned from our peers, and only 10 percent 
from formal education. 

Why Natural Transformation works 

The truth is, our thought patterns and behaviours are just like 
muscles, we simply can’t change them overnight. It takes 
time, hard work, and lots of repetition before we start to see 
results. We might feel good after exercising once or twice, but 
unless we keep this up, the benefits are quickly lost. The 
Ebbinghaus Forgetting Curve (bottom-right) shows us why the 
same rules apply when it comes to developing your 
professional skills. This tells us that humans forget around 90% 
of everything we learn after just 1 week unless it’s reinforced. 



+44 (0) 20 7264 1150
naturaltraining.com


